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Martel, H. and Savoie, P. 2000. Sensors to measure mass-flow-rate
through a forage harvester. Can. Agric. Eng. 42: 123-129. Four
different sensors were used to estimate mass-flow-rate and moisture on
a pull-type forage harvester. The sensors measured feedroll
displacement, crop impact force against a hinged plate located above
the blower, the frequency drop of a capacitance controlled oscillator
near the end of the spout, and the number of light beam interruptions
by forage particles in the spout. Tests were conducted in a com field
with a commercial forage harvester modified with the first two sensors
(feedroll displacement, impact force), and in the laboratory using a
forage blower adapted to a forage harvester spout for the last two
sensors (capacitance controlled oscillator, light beam interruption).
The capacitance controlled oscillator was also characterized in a static
mode in the laboratory with alfalfa and timothy particles. When testing
in a com field, good correlations were obtained between estimated
mass-flow-rate and either the feedroll displacement (R2 = 94%) or the
crop impact force (R2 =95%). When testing in the laboratory, the
correlation between mass-flow-rate and the oscillator drop was very
good (R2 =96%) after a correction procedure. The number of light
beam interruptions was not well correlated with mass flow (R2 = 43%
for LEOs placed after the capacitor and R2 = 6% for LEOs placed
before the capacitor). During static measures with alfalfa and timothy,
the oscillator frequency drop was also related to crop moisture but
calibration corrections were required to consider differences between
crop species and chop lengths.

On a utilise quatre capteurs pour mesurer Ie debit de masse et la
teneur en eau des fourrages durant la recolte avec une fourragere
trainee. Les capteurs mesuraient Ie deplacement des rouleaux
d'alimentation, la force d'impact des fourrages dans Ie coude de la
goulotte, la chute de frequence d'un oscillateur integre ades plaques
de capacitance et Ie nombre de faisceaux de lumiere interrompus par
Ie passage des particules hachees. On a evalue les deux premiers
capteurs (deplacement des rouleaux, force d'impact) dans un champ de
mars fourrager tandis qu'on a evalue les deux autres capteurs
(oscillateur integre a des plaques de capacitance, interruption de
faisceaux) au laboratoire a I'aide d'un souffleur surmonte d'une
goulotte de fourragere. L'oscillateur a aussi fait l'objet d'une
evaluation statique avec deux fourrages haches (fleole, luzerne).
Durant les essais dynamiques dans Ie champ de mai's, on a obtenu de
bonnes correlations entre Ie debit de masse et Ie deplacement des
rouleaux d'alimentation (R2 = 94%) ou la force d'impact (R2 = 95%).
Durant les essais dynamiques au laboratoire, on a aussi obtenu une
bonne relation entre la chute de frequence de I'oscillateur et Ie debit de
masse (R2 =96%) apres une procedure de correction. Le nombre de
faisceaux de lumiece interrompus n'etait pas bien correle au debit
(R2 =43% pour les diodes placees apres Ie condensateur et R2 =6%
pour les diodes placees avant Ie condensateur). Durant les mesures

statiques avec des particules de fleole et de luzerne, on a observe une
certaine relation entre la chute de frequence de I'oscillateur etla teneur
en eau, mais une calibration importante etait necessaire pour tenir
compte de differences entre les especes et les longueurs de hachage.

INTRODUCTION

Precision agriculture may be applied to forage crops to measure
local yield variations in the field, to estimate total crop yield
harvested, and to plan the feeding program on a livestock farm.
Forages present a particular challenge compared to most other
crops because their moisture content can vary at the time of
harvest from as low as 10% for hay to up to 80% for silage.
Therefore, moisture and mass of forage crops must be measured
simultaneously and for a relatively wide range of moisture
contents.

If mass and moisture are to be measured at the time forage
is removed from the field (usually after a wilting period),
appropriate sensors are likely to be different for hay and silage
crops. Hay is typically baled and stored at moisture contents
between 10 and 20% while crops for silage are typically
harvested and stored at moisture contents between 40 and 70%.
Chopped forages present an additional constraint because they
are not accumulated in the harvester as opposed to baled forages
which are accumulated until a bale is formed and allow
weighing within the baler.

Estimation of material flow in a forage harvester will
therefore have to rely on indirect measurements that are
correlated with mass and moisture. Several studies have
examined a number of sensors in forage harvesters such as a
feedroll displacement transducer (Mains et a1. 1983; Barnett and
Shinners 1998), an infrared emitter-receptor system (Bull 1993),
a radioactive isotope emitter-receptor system (Auernhammer et
a1. 1995), impact force measurement, or a combination of other
sensors (Barnett and Shinners 1998). Marcotte et a1. (1999)
provided a critical review of various sensors which have been
considered in forage harvesters. Signals measured by such
sensors may be more or less influenced by total mass flow and
moisture flow.

The objective of this research was to assess a selected
number of sensors installed within a forage harvester and the
relationship between the observed signals and mass and
moisture flow variations.
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a?d a volume sensor composed of light emitting
diodes (LEDs) on one vertical side of the spout
and photo transistors on the other side. The
position of these four sensors within the forage
harvester is illustrated in Fig. I.

The load cell was an "S" type with a
capacity of 216 N. It measured the impact force
caused by the moving forage particles against
the hinged plate with a surface area equivalent
to the chute width (235 nun) by a length of 500
mm. The displacement transducer was a water
resistant LT model sensor (Cymatix,
Burlingame, CA) with a 0-150 mm
displacement measuring range. These two
sensors were fitted to the forage harvester for
the field experiment. A portable computer with
a data acquisition card (PCMCIA DAQ-700,
National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to
collect signals at a frequency of 37 Hz. This
was the maximum frequency at which all
sensors could be scanned individually and
sequentially without interference.

The capacitance controlled oscillator was
fabricated in-house with a model TS555CN
timer operating in the astable mode at about 880

kHz (SGS Thomson Microelectronics, Marlow, England). This
frequency was near the maximum operating frequency (!!! I
MHz) of the timer and was chosen to minimize the displacement
of free charges naturally present in the forage during a
measurement period. The electronic circuit of the oscillator is
shown in Fig. 2. Similarly the LED emitter-receptor was built
in-house with 16 LEDs (880 nm, model KIE 7304, Knight
Lites~ placed vertically on one side of the spout and 16 photo
transistors (model KID 7404, Knight Lites) on the other side of
the spout. The 16 parallel light beams could be interrupted as
forage particles flowed in the spout. The LED beam receptors
(photo transistors) were scanned at a frequency of 37 Hz. As
more particles flowed in the chute, more beams were expected
to be interrupted and the signal attenuated to the receptors. The
electronic design of the LED emitter-receptor is shown in Fig.
3. The capacitance controlled oscillator and the LED emitter
receptor were evaluated in the dynamic laboratory experiment
described below. The oscillator was also characterized in a
static laboratory experiment.

Field experiment

Field measurements were carried out by harvesting whole-plant
com silage during the week of September 28, 1997 in
Lennoxville, QC. A section of the field was separated into 24
plots measuring 1.5 m wide (the width of two com rows) by 26
m in length. Six trials were carried out using two pairs of slow
and high speed as illustrated in Fig. 4. The transmission was
shifted rapidly to high or low gear to create a rapid change (±10
to 20%) in mass-flow-rate (actual forward speeds were 4.7 and
5.8 kmIh at low speed, and 6.1 and 8.3 kmIh at high speed). The
rapid change in forward speed was done to evaluate the
sensitivity of sensors to a rapid change in the mass-flow-rate.

Yield samples were taken in each of the 24 plots by cutting
a I-m length over two rows at a random location along each of
the 26 m long plot prior to harvesting. An average yield was
estimated by grouping three plots in each section (trials 1,2, and
3 grouped; trials 4, 5, and 6 grouped). The mass-flow-rate (wet
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Fig. 2. Electronics diagram of oscillator (880 kHz).

Fig. 1. Schematic view of sensors evaluated on the forage harvester.
The capacitor controlled oscillator and LED emitter-receptor
were evaluated in the laboratory only.

MATERIALS and METHODS

Instrumented forage harvester
Sensors were placed either on a commercial forage harvester for
field experiments or on the forage harvester's spout adapted to
a blower for laboratory experiments. A pull-type forage
harvester (Dion model 1224, 12 knives) was used for the field
expe.rim~nt. This ~arvest~r is ~esigned to cut and blow forage
uDl?lfectlOnaily Without Side displacement between the cutting
cylinder and the blower. In the case of laboratory experiments,
pre~chopped forage was fed from a horizontal belt conveyor to
a DlOn model 1660 flywheel type blower above which the spout
of a 1224 forage harvester was fitted. The technical
characteristics of the fomge harvester and the blower are
described in more detail elsewhere (Dion 1999).

Four types of sensors were selected: a load cell measuring
t~e impact force against a hinged plate in the spout, a
displacement transducer placed at one end of the two upper
feedrolls to measure the vertical movement of the rolls'
centerline, a capacitance controlled oscillator placed at the end
of the spout to measure changes induced by the forage particles,
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Fig. 3. Electronics diagram of LED emitter-receptor system.

matter per unit time) for each of the 24 sections was then
estimated as:

Q = wVYa\·,.

exp 3.6

Receptors

(1)

according to ASAE Standard S358.2
(ASAE 1999a).

dOn Signal filtering for the field
experiment
Data collected in the field were

600 Emitters processed either with a low-pass
filter or with one of two band-pass
filters (Doebelin 1975). In the case of
the low-pass filter, the cutoff
frequency was 1 Hz for the load cell
measuring the impact force in the
spout and 3 Hz for the position
transducer measuring feedroll dis
placement. The two band-pass filters
isolated the signal within a frequency
range of 0.5 Hz, in one case around
the natural frequency (i.e. the
occurrence of maximum amplitude)
and in the other case between 14.0
and 14.5 Hz. The natural frequency
varied from 3 to 10Hz, depending on
the sensor and the trial. The choice of
the range for the second band-pass
filter (14.0 to 14.5 Hz) was based on
a frequency analysis.

The data retained for analysis in each plot started 3 s after
each section change. This delay allowed for completion of the
tractor gear and speed change after a manual sign given to the
operator and acceleration or deceleration of the tractor.

4

Dynamic laboratory experiment
The dynamic laboratory experiment was carried out during the
week of March 9, 1998. Whole-plant com was previously
harvested and chopped at 13 mm theoretical length at the
Deschambault Experimental Farm (Deschambault, QC) and
frozen immediately (October, 1997). The material was thawed
a few hours prior to experimentation. Three feeding rates of 3.6,
7.2, and 10.7 kg/s were repeated three times and the nine tests
were repeated on three different days (blocks). A measured
quantity of chopped forage was placed on a horizontal, 6.4 m
long conveyor that moved at 1.3 mls.

The forage was fed into the blower and conveyed
pneumatically through the spout past the sensors. The LED
emitter-receptor system was placed after the capacitor during

two blocks (6 replications) and before the
capacitor during the other block (3 replications).
The LED signals were analyzed on the basis of
the number of light beams interrupted by forage
particles at every scanning (37 Hz). The
oscillator was calibrated with the blower
running at zero particle flow. The variation in
oscillation frequency was compared to
variations in the wet mass flow. Due to
hardware problems, data from the capacitance
controlled oscillator were recorded only on the
second day.

Static laboratory experiment
The static laboratory experiment was carried out
with fresh alfalfa and timothy after a wilting
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Fig. 4. Experimental subdivisions of corn field.

where:
Qexp

w
V

= experimental mass-flow-rate (kg/s),
=com harvester width (m),
=forward tractor speed (kmJh), and
=yield, on a wet matter basis, averaged over three

grouped plots (kg/m2
).

The sensor outputs were averaged over each 26 m length
after filtering as described below. The average sensor outputs
were then correlated with the experimental mass-flow-rate for
each section in each trial. Moisture content was estimated from
four samples collected after forage harvesting four consecutive
26-m long sections in a single trial. Samples were oven dried at
103°C for 24 h to estimate dry matter and moisture content
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(2)Q1 = - 0.611 +2.46F

The static laboratory experiment was a four-factor split-split
block design. Two factors (crop species and quantity of dry
matter in the capacitor) were completely randomized while
maturity was the first split factor and moisture content was the
second split factor. There were two replications for each
treatment combination.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Field experiment

Wet matter yield of com ranged from 6.7 to 10.6 kg/m2 and
averaged 8.6 kg/m2. Average moisture content was 79% and dry
matter yield 18.3 t1ha. Speed varied from 4.5 to 9.5 kmIh while
mass-flow-rate ranged from 15.2 to 32.2 kg/so The low-pass
filter provided a considerably better relationship (R2=94.8%)
than the two band-pass filters (R2= 8.4%, based on the natural
frequency; R2 = 1.4%, based on the frequency range of 14.0 to
14.5 Hz). The average low-pass filtered signals of the load cell
in the spout per test run versus estimated mass-flow-rate are
illustrated in Fig. 5. The linear relationship (R2=94.8%) was:

where:
QI =predicted mass-flow-rate (kg/s) as a function of

impact force, and
F =impact force (N) measured in the spout.

The feedroll displacement transducer signals were also
processed with a low-pass filter. The average feedroll
displacement per test run versus estimated mass-flow-rate is
shown in Fig. 6. The coefficient of determination R2was 93.7%
and the linear relationship:
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Fig. S. Measured force from the load cell versus mass
Dow-rate for chopped corn.

where:
Q2 = predicted mass-flow-rate (kg/s) as a function of

feedroll displacement, and
D = feedroll displacement (mm).

The low-pass filters provided a good relationship between
mass-flow-rate and either the load cell in the spout or the
displacement transducer at the feedroll. These observations are
limited for a mass-flow-rate of 15 to 32 kg/s, where the average
moisture of com was 79%. This mass-flow-rate range
corresponds to a harvest rate of 54 to 115 tIh which is
approximately between half and full capacity of the Dion 1224
harvester. The relationship between feedroll displacement or
force against a plate in the spout might change for mass-flow
rates outside this range and for a forage harvester with a
geometry different from the one used in this experiment.

Dynamic laboratory experiment

Chopped com was fed in the laboratory through the blower
spout system at three mass-flow-rates of 3.6, 7.2, and 10.7 kg/so
The average moisture content of this frozen-thawed com was
60%. The LED emitter-receptor system was placed either before
or after the capacitor in the spout. Figure 7 shows a typical
histogram of the number of beams interrupted by particles
during two trials. Each trial lasted on average 4.9 s with a
scanning frequency of 37 Hz. As the amount of forage used in
a trial increased, one would expect the number of interrupted

Fig. 6. Measured displacement from the position trans
ducer versus mass-Dow-rate for chopped corn.

period. Crops were mowed at three dates: June 1, 15, and 29,
1998, corresponding to three stages of maturity: bud, early
bloom (5-10%) and half bloom for alfalfa, and boot, early
heading, and full heading for timothy. Crops were left to wilt
until they reached one of four levels of moisture content:
approximately 80, 70, 60, and 45% on a wet basis. After
wilting, crops were chopped with a laboratory rotary cutter
(Forano, Plessisville, QC), sieved according to Standard 8424.1
(ASAE 1999b) and separated into three groups according to
length. Short particles were defined as those collected from the
pan « 1.7 mm) and the fifth screen (1.7 to 5.6 mm). Medium
particles were collected from the third screen (9.0 to 18.0 mm).
Long particles were collected from the second screen (18 to 27
mm).

Samples were prepared to obtain fixed quantities of dry
matter (0, 25, 50, and 75 g) so the quantity of water would
decrease with wilting time. Each sample was spread in a
plexiglass box (300 mm by 230 mm area, 100 mm high) which
was placed between the two plates of the capacitor. The bottom
plate of the capacitor was just under the bottom of the box while
the upper plate was fixed 110 mm above, just over the box. The
oscillator's frequency change reported was the average value of
ten scans of the forage sample in the box.

Q2 =-0.359+ 1.37D (3)
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(7)

(5)

(6)

16

R I _3 =1.70- 0.0694n

R4-9 = 1.19 -0.0529n

(l>f=). =(l>f",).(::J

14

the various densities of particles. If
a low mass-flow-rate was
sufficient to hide the LED
emissions from the receptors, then
a high mass-flow-rate also
interrupted the same number of
light beams. A higher scanning
frequency than the one used (37
Hz) might result in better
discrimination between different
mass-flow-rates.

The other sensor used in the
dynamic laboratory experiment
was the capacitance controlled
oscillator. When forage particles
flowed between the two parallel

plates, the frequency of the oscillator decreased. The difference
between the control frequency (no flow) and the actual
frequency was summed over each trial. This summation was
expected to be proportional with accumulated mass flow.
Therefore, the ratio of summed frequency drop to mass-flow
rate should be relatively constant. The original experimental
data showed however a gradual decrease from trial 1 to 3 and
from trial 4 to 9, and a sudden change between trial 3 and 4
(Table I). This drift in the ratio of frequency drop to mass-flow
rate reflected an experimental constraint whereby the same
chopped forage particles were recycled through the blower
spout system because of limited quantities. The chopped com
tended to become finer and drier as the trial number increased.
The sudden change from trial 3 to trial 4 reflected a sudden
reduction in particle size after a blower jam caused grinding of
an important proportion of the chopped forage in the third trial.
Two linear estimators of this ratio (frequency drop over mass
flow-rate) were used to correct the frequency drop:

(4)
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Fig. 7. Examples of signals from the LED emitter-receptor placed:
(a) after the capacitor; (b) before the capacitor.

where:
Q3 = predicted mass.,.flow-rate (kg/s) as a function of

median number of light beam interruptions, and
L = median number of light beam interruptions.

When the LED system was placed before the capacitor, the
relationship between mass flow and the number of interrupted
light beams was very poor (R2 = 6.4%; data not shown). The
low response of the LED emitter-receptor to change in mass-
flow-rate was probably due to the low discrimination between

Table I. Summed experimental (dfexp) and corrected (dfcor) frequency drop
of capacitor controlled oscillator with chopped corn in the dynamic
laboratory experiment.

beams to increase, causing the normal curve associated to the
histogram to shift upward or to the right, or both.

Although the mass-flow-rate ranged from 3.6 to 10.7 kg/s,
the average number of beam interruptions ranged only from
9.05 to 10.70 (out of 16 light beams). There was a slight
tendency for the average median value to increase with mass
flow-rate (9.33, 10.02, and 10.09 for low, medium, and high
mass-flow-rate, respectively). The linear relationship with R2 =
43% was:

Trial mass-flow- ~fexp Frequency drop per unit mass- ~fcur
number rate (MHz) flow-rate (MHz/[kg/s]) (MHz)

(kg WMls)
Experimental Estimated

7.2 12.00 1.67 1.63 12.53

2 7.2 10.74 1.49 1.56 11.71

3 3.6 5.50 1.53 1.49 6.28- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
4 10.7 9.78 0.91 0.97 17.15

5 10.7 10.22 0.96 0.92 18.90

6 3.6 3.53 0.98 0.87 6.90

7 7.2 5.95 0.83 0.82 12.34

8 3.6 2.02 0.56 0.76 4.52

9 10.7 8.68 0.81 0.71 20.80
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where:
RI_3

~)

= estimate of frequency drop per
unit mass-flow-rate
(MHz/[kg/s]) for trials I to 3,

= trial number,
= estimate of frequency drop per

unit mass-flow-rate
(MHz/[kgls]) for trials 4 to 9,

= corrected frequency drop
(MHz),
experimental frequency drop
(MHz) from the capacitor
controlled oscillator, and

= linear estimate of initial
experimental frequency drop
per unit mass-flow-rate (1.70
MHz/[kg/sD.
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Fig. 8. Frequency drop of oscillator for static quantities of forage placed between
the capacitor plates: (a) early maturity timothy, medium chop at 83%
moisture (R2 =98%); (b) late maturity timothy, long chop at 68% moisture
(R2 =87%).

• frequency drop due to forage
mass and the tray (Hz),
basic frequency drop when an
empty tray is placed between
the two plates of the capacitor
(Hz),

P(i) = function specific to each crop,
moisture content and length
of cut (Hzlkg), and
actual forage dry matter mass
between plates (kg).

d =s

where:
~f =

The function P(i) was approximated as
a linear function of moisture content by:

•(b)_ ISO
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where:
bo = parameter to estimate frequency drop for a specific

crop and chop length (Hzlkg),
b l = parameter to estimate frequency drop for a specific

crop and chop length (Hzlkg), and
M = moisture content on a decimal wet basis (water over

total wet forage mass).

Figure 8 shows two examples of the relationship between
the frequency drop and the dry matter mass placed between the
plates. Parameters bo and b l vary with crop species and length
ofcut. Table II shows parameters estimated by linear regression
for alfalfa and timothy at three lengths of cut.

With the above parameters, it is possible to estimate the
mass-flow-rate or the water content when the other variable is
known. For example, the timothy illustrated in Fig. 8(a) had a
moisture content of 83% and medium length. The frequency
drop factor Plil was estimated as 706 kHzlkg from parameters in
Table II. Therefore, a quantity of 0.050 kg between the two
capacitor plates would cause a net frequency drop of about 35
kHz. For a measured frequency drop, it would therefore be
possible to estimate the moisture content or the mass-flow-rate
if one of these two variables is measured by another
independent sensor.

These parameters can also be used to estimate the precision
obtained with the capacitance controlled oscillator by
comparing estimations with measured values. This was done to

estimate moisture content when dry matter mass and
the frequency drop are known. For alfalfa, the
coefficient ofdetermination (R2

) ranged between 53
and 59% and the absolute root mean square error
between 9.3 and 9.9%. For timothy, R2 ranged from
74 to 78% and RMSE between 9.4 and 10.9%.

It is likely parameters would need to be
estimated for each crop species. Length of cut was
also an important factor as shown by the estimated
parameters in Table II. Data from different stages of
maturity were used to generate the parameters in
order to make them independent of specific growth
conditions and harvesting time. A higher initial
frequency than the one used for the oscillator (880
kHz) might also improve the sensitivity of the
frequency drop as a function of moisture content by

(8)

(9)

-109

-146

Long (18-27 mm)

Q4 =0.708+0523(8/cor)

Particle length range

Short (0-6 mm) Medium (9-18 mm)

bo bl bo bl

Alfalfa 46.7 354 -31.4 823

Timothy 30.5 372 -6.4 858

Table II. Parameters boand b l (kHzIkg) to estimate the frequency
drop factor Pm for the static capacitance controlled
oscillator system.

When the corrected frequency drops from Table I were
analyzed against mass-flow-rate, a very good correlation (R2 =
96.1 %) was obtained. The relationship was:

where Q4 =predicted mass-flow-rate (kg/s) as a function of the
corrected frequency drop.

The mass-flow-rate is seen to be well correlated with the
"corrected" summed frequency differences. Such a correction
is valid only for the specific experimental conditions. A more
general correction might be developed for harvest with the
capacitance controlled oscillator under a wide range of
conditions. This laboratory experiment indicates nonetheless the
potential for oscillation differences to be well correlated with
mass particle flow.

Static laboratory experiment

As in the previous experiment, the oscillator's frequency
decreased with an increase of material between the capacitor
plates. Since the experiment was static, only an average value
of the frequency drop based on ten successive readings was
used. The relationship observed was:
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further minimizing the displacement of free charges present in
the forage within a measurement period. This would reduce the
relative influence of other factors such as species, maturity and
chop length. Further study is required to understand the
relationship between oscillation frequency drop, dry matter
flow, and water flow in a capacitor.

CONCLUSIONS

I. In a field experiment with chopped whole-plant corn, the
impact force measured against a hinged plate in the spout of
a forage harvester was well correlated with the mass-flow
rate (R2 = 94.8%). A vertical displacement transducer
located at the feedrolls was also well correlated (R2 =
93.7%) with mass-flow-rate after signal filtering.

2. In a laboratory experiment with chopped whole-plant corn,
the median number of interrupted beams from an LED
emitter-receptor was not sensitive to changes in the mass
flow-rate. A two-plate capacitor with an oscillator (880 kHz)
showed a linear drop of the oscillator's frequency as the
mass-flow-rate increased (R2 = 96.1 % after a correction
procedure).

3. The drop in frequency of a capacitance controlled oscillator
increased linearly with mass and the slope was related to
moisture content. A number ofcalibration parameters would
be required to cover a broad range of crop species,
maturities and chop lengths.
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